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The plan advocated by Milton is in this respect carried
out in France, and pupils graduate directly from the
lyc'ee, only attending afterwards a special school of law or
physic. Such institutions as Owens College at Man-
chester are doing precisely the work which Milton
recommends.
Milton divides his scheme of education into three
parts: (i) Studies; (2) Exercise; (3) Diet In order to
do justice to f\is method we must remember that he does
not conceive of any education possible except through
the Latin or Greek tongues. To make his precepts
useful to us we must tear aside this veil, and go as deeply
as we can into the principles which underlie his teaching,
and infer what he would have recommended to us under
a different state of things. In those days Latin was the
language of the whole learned world. A man ignorant
of Latin would have no access to the best books of the
age, and no opportunity of communicating his thoughts
to the world at large. It is natural, therefore, that he
should recommend Latin grammar to be taught first,
but with the Italian pronunciation of the vowels such as
is rapidly making its way amongst us at the present day.
But here at the outset the means are subordinate to the
end. Language is to be the vehicle of moral teaching
for the formation of a lofty character. The Pinax of
Cebes, which as a school-book is coming now again into
favour, and which advocates moral principles in simple
language; the moral works of Plutarch, one of the purest
and most high-minded of the ancients, and the best
dialogues of Plato are to be read to the youthful scholars.
For here Milton says, ' the main rule and ground-work
will be to tempt them with such lectures and explanations
upon every opportunity as may lead and draw them in
willing obedience, enflamed with the study of learning

